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Defense counsel for the accused
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1082 Vienna
Tel.: 01/40127-306690
Fax: 01/40127-306950
Clerk:
Public Prosecutor Dr. Bettina
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INDICTMENT

THE VIENNA PUBLIC PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE
Indictment

STICK!
from

born on 28 December 1984 in Lienz/, East Tyrol, Austrian
citizen, single, without employment, last place of residence:
[Redacted], currently in pre-trial
detention at the Josefstadt Prison for the purpose of these
proceedings;
TO LAST:

Philip Josef HASSLER acted in Vienna and other places in a National Socialist sense in a
manner other than that described in §§ 3a to 3f of the Prohibition Act, by

A. / in the period from 15.04.2016 to the end of 2019 as NS rapper "Mr. BOND" shared music

videos on the Internet including cover images with National Socialist symbols and slogans,
whereby he glorified the person Adolf HITLER and glorified National Socialism as well as the
mass extermination of the Third Reich, namely.

1. / by the cover of the album "Mr. Bond Mein Kampf Mixtape Vol 1488", where 14 stands for

"14 words" of the neo-Nazi David Eden Lane and 88 for "Heil Hitler", with the following cover
on which Adolf HITLER is depicted:

1
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2. / by the song title "Mr Bond - 88 Problems" and the following passages of the song lyrics

translated from English:
"We have had Kike (note: disparaging to Jews) problems for millennia.... We the new generation
immune to intimidation..tough on a Jew pulling the Holocaust card...Aren't you a racist, are you
one from white supremacy or something? Or some kind of Nazi or something?
";

3. / by the song title "Mr Bond - 1488", where 14 stands for "14 words" by neo-Nazi David

Eden Lane and 88 for "Heil Hitler";

4. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Ashkenazi" translated from English: "It

doesn't affect me or the Aryans I chill with.... Lots of Heebs (note: short for Hebrews) who
aren't real are transferred to fuck with the master race. How many Jews do you know like
that? Always claiming they are white when they push their shit. It all makes sense I wonder
how the west is in decline when our leaders are working for Zionists on the genocide of
whites....See, I don't need blacks, I don't need Muslims. Just white people, for fuck's sake.
Every other tribe has their nation on the planet. And they all know it's sick to mix races. Only
my people have been brainwashed with lies about Adolf...Turn on the gas, make a
bloodbath.";
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5. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Fascist" translated from English:

"Rolling through the realm. Slowly gassing the kikes. Yo, white man habitat...I'm from Austria,
home of the original leader. They fuck with my race. Digging mass graves. Empty the
machine gun. Shoot them in the face. Living Life Fashion, Iron Cross, Hugo Boss suit. Do a
Roman salute standing in a Benz. Round up all the kikes, fags, trannies, pedophiles. I'll do it
40s style, I'll have the bodies stacked.";

6. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - If whites ruled the world"

translated from English:
"Jews love to hear the story of how whites live in worry...replaced, hunted and raped, guarded
by the state, freedom of speech taken care of. Yet you will hang if we flip the switch. If I run the
world and everything in it, the sky is the limit. I'll build a White Empire in a minute. It wouldn't be
communists, other races honor us.... I dreamed of all this, but reality struck. Kick the Kikes out
before our time is up.";

7. / by the song title "Mr Bond - Sieg Heil", and following passages of the song lyrics translated

from English:
"Yeah, my niggas, right hand in the air right now. Feel this shit right here. I don't give a fuck if
non-white people have misadventures nigga. When Jews start wars, shit happen. So stop
asking why we lit the kikes on fire... Guards for the Reich. It's a brown world, but that's
white...Aryans don't dance. We just raised our hands. And do the quick salute. Sieg Heil, Sieg
Heil, Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil...Now we live better, fourth Reich forever. It's gonna be tight for
Kikes if you burn six million. That's why I wear the swastika, to hurt their feelings. ";

8. / by the cover of the album "Mr. Bond Mein Kampf Mixtape Vol 1488 Chapter II", where 14

stands for "Adolf Hitler" and 88 for "Heil Hitler", with the following cover showing Adolf
HITLER:
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9. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Blood Soil" translated from English:

"You know what I don't like? (Why you send me all the niggers) I don't like it when I work hard
(Why you send me all the niggers) I build an empire (Why you send me all the niggers) And then
the parasites came in and they want to take over...Blood and soil baby, blood and soil (Sieg
Heil)."
10. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Changes" translated from English: "I

hear Jews say I'm diabolical and they want to get rid of me. I'm tired of being told something
by these arrogant kikes. I got to take care of these non-white parasites and I don't take care
of no negro. Pull the trigger, kill a nigga, be a hero. Make them abort their children: who gives
a fuck....We will never rest until we get the kikes out. Send them to the ovens with the gays
and nigs.";
11. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Cucked" translated from English: "Now

we have women on the police force...we let them get into politics and vote. Niggers are invited
into our homes and daughter introduced to these rapists. Just to let everyone know you're
not a racist. I'm coming with the right wing dope and ripping these kikes open.";

12. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Everything I do I do it for Jews"

translated from English:
"Look into my eyes - you will see what Jews mean to me. Run my country, start a war. And
you'll find me there on the front lines. Don't tell me it's not worth trying. You can't tell me Israel
isn't worth dying for. You know it's true: Everything I do, I do for Jews.";
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13. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Führer's State of Mind" translated from

English:
"I don't care if it's showers, guns, or helicopter rides. I put up with all their treachery, but this is
where I draw the line. I have the leader's state of mind. I turn the oven up to 1488 Fahrenheit.";

14. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Goyz-N-Europe" translated from

English:
"Adolf H is at the place to give me the pace. He said my man Shlomo (note: stands for Jew)
was a different race. The boy Shlomo was a friend of my people. Until we caught him in the bank
trying to skim our gold. Chase him to Palestine to call a truce...He didn't know much about Aryan
rage. Six trillion dead...We knew not to let the Jews take control, but that seems to have been
forgotten. I looked at my country and said, Oh brother this place has been a gutter since the Kike
has been at the helm. They fill our streets with niggers and freaks and promote anti-white beliefs
in universities.";
15. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - In the Oven now" translated from

English:
"Little Shlomo brings usury to a foreign land and does his best. You are now in the oven, oy
gevalt you are now in the oven. Now remember what the Talmud said, deceive and destroy
them, for the goys (note: gentiles) are bad. You are in the oven now, oy gevalt you are in the
oven now. Put the negro in white neighborhoods just to make sure the district votes for the left.
You're in the oven now, oy gevalt you're in the oven now

Oven....swastika flags waving over your head.... Merchants cry for fear of a Kristallnacht, the
Führer shouts 'Deutschland Heil!";

16. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - My Gun and my Waifu" translated

from English:
"All I need in the lives of the Jews is my weapon...Until the Empire is renewed...Get a girl and
work on a child and raise them to be great mothers and warriors. Restore the white race and
make the 4th Reich glorious...Life will be so great in a white ethno-state...And I promise I will
give my life for the white race. ";
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17. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - My President is Trump" translated

from English:
"Cancel refugee visas, I turn the tables like Jesus with those greedy hook noses, say fuck you
Allah...Since the Balfour Declaration we have shed blood for the Kikes.";

18. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Shlomo" translated from English:

"Fuck Jews, I'll build a camp and send them there and introduce them to my nigga doctor
Mengele. Never should have made us your enemy. Make soap from your skinny ass family,
have showers with wooden doors, chimneys that stand alone.";

19. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Take you there" translated from

English:
"We can go to the realm the home of the whites. I could take you there. Or I could take you to
the camps where traitors are hanged.";

20. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - What happened to that Goy" translated

from English:

"Alt-right give these kikes another shower...hate, nigga: flood the net. If I don't get blocked...the
KKK racist invaded their safe spaces to gas all the Jews and hang blacks from a noose. Just
for fun, I'll send some swastika prints.";

21. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Why" translated from English:

"The more I gave, the more hate I got from this anti-white system. Why do they have to "Jew"
me like this? Tried to fight for my race.";
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22. / by the cover of the album "Woke Alone", with the following cover, on which Jews are

depicted as threatening invaders, against whom one must defend oneself with weapons and
cyclone:

23. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Concentration Camp" translated

from English:
"My concentration camp. A train to a deserted country. Chimneys, furnaces, hard physical labor.
Do not turn against my race or you will shade a lamp (note: Nazis at least have a lampshade
made of human skin

made by murdered concentration camp inmates). We love extermination. 1488 creative ways.
We have a bear and an eagle. Let's throw a Jew in his cage.";

24. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Shootouts" translated from

English:
"Give me the gun, we'll make Jew families run. Sieg Heil, I'm that nigger, you know I do it
German style. The Aryans are coming to war.";
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25. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - White America" translated from

English:
"So the Führer is now our closest friend. Our poster boy. White America, we built this nation
from the ground up. White America, then the Jews gave it to the blacks. White America, put us
in unpayable debt. But our children will not be slaves, no, we will take it back.";

26. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Losing my white privilege"

translated from English:
"Every nigger from every 3rd world shithole I ship to my country to please the whining Jews.
Like a brainwashed masochistic fool.";

27. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Dear Donald" translated from

English:
"I loved you Trump and we are still going to make this nation great again...Hating you brought
white people back together as a group and made us realize that the system is completely owned
by Jews who are killing us with immigration and rotting our youth. I can't believe I laughed at
David Duke two years ago. That was our last shot at voting, now it's survival...I
tore down all your pictures and put up one of Hitler. I'm looking forward to the war.";

28. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Race War" translated from

English:
"All around me are Semitic faces, worn places, dark skinned rapists. Because the Kikes are
trying to mix our races, open borders, breed low IQ mulatto masses...The dreams of the leader
are the best I've ever had. I find it so depressing that the good guys lost. It's time to gas... Race
war, race war.";

29. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Smoke a Shlomo" translated from

English:
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"This Cyclone B, this is how I smoke a Shlomo. From the shower to the stove I smoke a Shlomo.
I pull the ashes out and they still smoking Shlomo...Iron cross on my chest, swastika on my
crest. "Heiling as I drive, nigga we SS drop the gas, they pass out";

30. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Used 2" translated from English:

"Let's kill the muzzies (note: contemptuous of Muslims) like we used to. And all the niggers and
the Jews too. This multiculturalism is driving the white boys crazy.";

31. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Power Level" translated from English:

"Aryans, toast with the gang. From Atlantis to an entire "other domain." Hyperborea, I am living
proof. Master race, antithesis to the Jew. Pyramids, from China to Peru. Obviously, a return is
overdue. Free energy, implosive as we move...Vril power from the Black Sun (note: Nazi
symbol). Open doors to Aldebaran. Maria, Sigrun, are the medium. Ultima Thule, in search of
our Elysium.";

32. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Good old nationalist" translated

from English:
"I rode with Erwin Rommel. For six years until we lost. Got stabbed in the back by the allies and
their hook-nosed Jewish boss.";

33. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Shitskins & Heebs" translated from

English:
"Racism and Jew-hatred, is like my new delusion. Read Uncle Adolf, maybe we can start a new
phase. Kikes have completely raped this place. There's no justice for white people anymore.
Subhumans are coming here. They got me saying Sieg Heil - I'm sick of these shitskins and
heebs. Time to drop the cyclone B. I'm a fascist, I have white families growing.
No nigs, no kikes, we need to build an empire. No nigs, no kikes, in the coming empire.";

34. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Shady Kikes" translated from English:

"Another white girl raped by refugees...These shady kikes want to eradicate everything white.
They work tirelessly on our genocide...satanic kikes. They hate white beauty and righteousness.
They work tirelessly to bring about our genocide. In a world of darkness we are the only shining
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light...The humble merchant, Mr. Shlomo Gold. So haunted, he can't shake the hate. In a pool
of blood...These Aryans simply do not submit to the rule of the chosen.";

35. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - I can" translated from English:

"Don't follow any slutty adults you see on T. Vee. This is a Jewish plan to keep white people
down and keep us from being the best version we can be. Because we would rule the world
and they want us on our knees.";

36. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - I don't wanna know" translated

from English:
"I just can't believe this.... Why do they keep bringing this up?... Lampshades and the gassings
didn't add up.... Oh Shlomo, I don't want to know.";

37. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Hooknose" translated from English:

"And there are no half Semites. One drop of blood is enough, they're kikes. Because there are
no half Semites, parasites and anti-whites. 359 times they've proven to be enemies, even made
speaking illegal so they wouldn't be exposed. Lying press, banks, sick Hollywood shows. Behind
all these crimes a satanic hook nose.";

38. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Get em out" translated from English:

"Sieg Heil...these evil kikes would love to live without me.... The whole city got enriched, nigga,
peak ali. They say the races are equal, but he ain't me. Who set the streets on fire when he got
liberated. Mohammed is back now, prostitutes don't even know how to act now. One slap and
feminists are covered from the head down. Eggless white men are now the bottom of the pile....
It's not too late though, fashion is coming back. White pride is alive and about to smash it down.";

39. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - All white paradise" translated

from English:
"When we shoot the people of Jewish descent, of course it's reckless. Grab a kikelet without
apology. In a second, break his neck like toothpicks. Execute all the blacks, Arabs and
shekelgrabbers (Jews). Plunder their wallets...Germany we have the bigger tanks. Bigger
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camps to fill with bankers. Really kill six million and then times ten. Shove Jews in, fry and bake.
And don't enable escape, have the whole tribe wiped out.";

40. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Lost in the Echobergs" translated from

English:
"Test my patience... Until I lose it and the bodies start piling up. Take my kindness for weakness.
How has that worked out for you all in the past. Now the Europeans know again. Death camp
chimneys, I'm in my zone.";

41. / by the cover picture of the album "A Nazi goes to Afrika", with the following cover, on which

a swastika as well as a Reichsadler with swastika are shown:

42. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Fashout" translated from English:

"I'm bringing the 1940s back to them. Me and my Nazis, you can't stop that. We're rolling toward
commies (note: communists), take back the block. Democrats run...take the 1940s back to hell.
Me and my Nazis, you can't stop that. We're rolling over Kommis...Schlomo's running like a
rocket.";

43. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Can't tell me nothing" translated

from English:
"I can't believe the Jews did 911...I will do to them what I did to building 7. And what they do, lie
dumber. Expose Judaism, kosher stupidity. Shlomo couldn't reach me...shut up and get in this
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oven. Leave the genocide doors open. Try to commit my genocide, I will commit your genocide.
I know the Fuhrer died for us.";

44. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Deliverance" translated from English:

"Strangers multiply while we crumble inside. But legends are made when you corner white men.
Yeah, before the Jews started writing our history. Two wars, not enough, they added insult to
injury. Destroyed our culture, so we are broken mentally and physically. Warrior,
Majesty, damn Europe, you had it...millions we will kill in the name of our liberation.";

45. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Europe" translated from English:

"Nigger, I'm from Europe...Once and for all we're going to stop your tricks. And your Jew talk.
Shlomos are perverts, pedophiles and liars...It's time to take the cattle car to the fryer. And
homosexuals to the stake...And we are National Socialists.";

46. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Do Boers know it's christmas time"

translated from English:
"It's Christmas time. And the deviants are afraid at Christmas time. We harass these kikes and
we banish gays...And the Christmas bells they hear there herald their genocide and
demise...For the Jews. There's no place you can run to.";

47. / by the following passages of the song lyrics translated from English for "Mr Bond - Hans

Landa" (note: fictional character of an SS-Standartenführer and Jew hunter):
"There's a big kike on fire tonight (Yeahhh). Kill white traitors if I have to...See, I hate all these
kikes who think they're just gonna come and change things with their craftiness...Round 'em up,
grab 'em and lead 'em to the furnace.";

48. by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - I mean it" translated from English:
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"If I ever said kill all the kikes. Just know I mean it. If I ever fly the swastika. Just know I mean
it. The Nazis are here again, I'll spell it out to make things clear. Kikes, Masons, your end is
near.";

49. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Fuck the police" translated from

English:
"White cops showing up with their shitskin (note: derogatory for dark skinned) buddies. SS will
swarm...I only answer to my ancestors...So the punk police should be afraid of me. Huh, young
white people are on the warpath. And when we are done it will be a bloodbath of cops dying for
treason. Race war equals pig hunting season. For the truth about the phony ass holocaust. Or
to imprison and intimidate for expressing opinions about racist strangers who threatened our
women.";

50. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Mass Niggers" translated from English:

"Mass niggers, flood my country. And the very next day, there is terror and rape. Hebrews,
rubbing their hands together. Point at them and they'll arrest you. Adolf, please come to our aid.
Until niggers and kikes die. Girls keep your distance, don't let them out of your sight...If I don't
gas them now.";

51. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Salute like a Nazi" translated from

English:
"All the white kids, they know I got style...let me show you how I raise Heil (like a Nazi) flags.
Swastikas up. When we march, we march like a Nazi. Say Sieg Heil. Right hand up. Like a
Nazi.";

52. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Sanctuary" translated from English:
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"I want my old home back. All those monkeys I stare at. Jews! I just want sovereignty and to
live among my own. But these parasites won't leave me alone.";

53. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Pure Zyklon" translated from English:

"Hate right now, make Kikes go away. Pure Cyclone.";

54. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Stormers are forever" translated

from English:
"We're shaking the tree of the New World Order with a chainsaw, trolling the Jewish reporters.
Push one of us around, how does that sound? We'll have a thousand armed Nazis and Hamas
marching into your town. This is the white kids' playground. Nothing you throw at us will stop
us.";

55. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - These Jews" translated from

English:
"It's long overdue that we throw out all things Hebrew. Distracts from reality...But now they
fucked up. Forgot to lock us on the internet somehow. Found a million like me here. Refusing
to swallow what the Jew pissed into our psyche. Niggers running around town grabbing white
girls' titties.... Now Shlomo's screaming, "I'm as good as soap." White girls outside with gas and
a rope.";

56. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - It's so hard" translated from

English:
"And it's so hard. Trying to chase the Jews away. To save our European way of life. And it's so
hard. Together we could defeat the Reds. But now they're killing me instead.";

57. by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Where'd you go" translated from

English:
"Look around, our country is going down the drain. Some days I want to quit, or just be a normal
guy. And it breaks my heart that you were once so strong. But now it feels like your spirit is
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completely gone and I find myself watching old clips from the golden years on youtube trying to
hold back the tears. A man driven by a burning love for his people could see their eyes shine
with admiration and hope. And I want you to know that I will never give up. Though I'm stuck
here waiting, outnumbered with strangers. Hoping that you'll emerge in the rubble. Me and the
others who are still faithful here.";

58. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Supa Nazi" translated from

English:
"I have Zyklon in every pocket of my uniform. Stop in front of the Jewish dormitory. Climb on
the roof and form a funnel with my hands and throw the pellets at the newborns. Kill so many
Jews that I turn the hooked nose into a unicorn. When I need a laugh, I turn on the movie
Schindler's List. If I shoot more than 50 Hebrews from my room, I deserve to be reimbursed for
my sushi.... A swastika is my logo.";

59. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Pop Some Fags" translated from

English:
"30 round magazines in my pocket. I hunt niggers, Jews and homos. That's fucking awesome.";

60. / by the song title and the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Because/Sieg Heil"

translated from English:
"Well, my name is Naziman and I'm from Europe. And we're growing again because the Heebs
pushed us too far (they never learn). We all think Hitler was way too nice (sorry man, it's true).
Don't let a single one get away or you'll pay the price. Nazi - damn man. 1488, even better,
1589...fuck the Jew man!";

61. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Nigger Flooded Land" translated from

English:
"Out of the shadows comes a Mr. Goldman. Big nose, pretending to be white. He'll say diversity!
We say no man!";
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62. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Nazi Gang" translated from

English:
"Me and my grandpa hate Jews (rats). None of this shit is new to me. There's always been
worldwide Jewry. They poison you...But Hitler didn't have that anymore. Kick any Heeb out of
the habitat. People first, not "where's the coal". They lied about the shower being a gas trap.
Because he threw their shit in the garbage bag (Sieg Heil). Believe the 6 million, are being
laughed at.";

63. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Jew Namin" translated from

English:
"Who do you think you're messing with, it's not a fucking mystery. Jewish name tag, suit and
tie, it's fucking easy...I'm taking my country back, we're taking our countries back...I knew
Behring, Anders Breivik, the real Anders Breivik. We owe him a hundred favors (hero!) I'm in a
hundred cities, naming a hundred Jews.";

64. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Niggers, Kikes and Hajis"

translated from English:
"Keep a Luger on my body in case a Jew wants to mossad me (note: Mossad is Israeli foreign
intelligence)...plus a bust of our man Adi...I kill all aparatchiks, don't argue with a Marxist. Only
gas or Nagasaki will put an end to their nonsense. Fire up the oven, I'll shove the Jews in by
the dozen.";

65. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Like a diamond" translated from

English:

"Sometimes I'm too innocent, kind to a stranger. I suppose that is the Achilles heel of the noble
blood and the better race. You let virtue guide your actions, and parasites scent a feast...He is
beneath me, for I am pure-blooded.";
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66. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Goin Nazi" translated from

English:
"They don't want a white race anymore. And why? Because we're a little too hardcore. NS is
dripping out of every pore. Mess with us, we'll come and even the score. The master race will
never be a Hebrew's whore. Here comes 88, to the 4, to the
1. Shlomo thinks the white man is already done for...You are really stupid, Jew, you better
run.";

67. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - I wanna gas you" translated from

English:
"NSDAP, here to whip you. You want to get rid of the Jews forever, do it right. No more windows
or wood, the doors are sealed. No matter pale, brown, yellow or dark as night. Niggers are
niggers, burn what ain't pure white.";

68. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - The best people in this world":

"This song is dedicated to my people. And to all the ancestors who have made every sacrifice
to protect and preserve the blood and soil... In this millennium struggle against the eternal
enemy of all that is noble and beautiful. We will never forget where we came from and who we
are. You are the pearl of this planet. Your rich heritage is far superior. Since they've been from
the throne, you wish them back. Only they threaten the vermin. If anyone asks, do you love your
people? Then just stand up, look him in the face and say: It's the best in the world. That's why
the Jew wants it to fall. But it stands proud, our German people. It carries the last pure blood.
Therefore it is not good to be a servant... We are the opposite of you, noble, pure and faithful.
Strong, aristocratic, simply German in nature. Every day anew we can laugh from above. That's
why the Jew wants us dead and us abolished. He brings Negroes en masse into the country
and then encourages our girls to racial defilement. Ragamuffins, they want
the white man dead. I'll tell you what, you can go in my oven. No torture of the
World would be enough of atonement. For you satanic spawn of the desert - homo, trannies,
pedolobby, Bolshewists...The Untermenschen's toughest opponents. He sees German bliss,
and he quivers with envy. Hates us for our superiority... Oh no, though they long deserve death.
They've only ever been banished from the land. All sick and wicked, behind the curtain the
Jew...Shouldn't we seriously consider wiping this wretched creature from the earth. Hail to the
German people, may you live forever. And heil to the German homeland. May the Reich one
day be reunited.";
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69. / by the following passages of the lyrics to "Mr Bond - Em Lamps" translated from English:

"Curly hair, beak long, always there when you need a loan. Wherever you are, they feel at home,
usury is their income. They rip you off...Every nation gets a central bank so Shlomo can control
it. When my team comes, all the Jews run away. N.S.D.A.P. lets one Hebrew escape. I shoot
them all off my balcony, fill trenches to the brim. You take a shower like a fag after exercise.
Don't drop the soap, it could be your next of kin...I'm gassing this...";

70. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Don't like" translated from English:

"We smoke shlomos all day, all night.... We are the NSDAP... And we don't seek debates, we
want the 4th Reich.";

71. / by the following passages from the lyrics to "Mr Bond - All Taken":

"We did not choose this war. But we fight to the death, Grandfather walked from Stalingrad to
home. What are you trying to tell me. You are subhumans... But no matter how far you have
degenerated us. We'll remain the people who saluted you in '33. I'll do the teaching. School
lessons from our point of view. With no Jew lies mixed in. They tried to talk us out of our national
consciousness. To make us give up with bread and games. You can take me away. Millions of
Europeans feel these verses. Can you feel this power You can lock me away You can watch
me. Like a pack of hyenas provoking the lion. One day he'll get up and
fuck all your kind. Adolf is back, now it's time to shoot again in Germany";

72. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Youth of the nation" translated

from English:
"We want to revive our folklore, our heroes and logos. So she vowed to join us and oppose the
system. Because she sees her future in the old traditions. They can shoot us, kill us, throw us
in jail. But they will never stop National Socialism. It's in our blood!";

73. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - The O.G.'s" translated from

English:
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"My honor means loyalty, that's our credo.... Bring back Il Duce with style. Mix it with some
Adolf, let them say "Heil!"...See My Struggle, it reads like 2018. The Jews at the top are still
killing Whites. And if we don't finish them off first, they will never stop.";

74. / by the following passages of the song lyrics to "Mr Bond - Teenage Nazi" translated from

English:
"Cause I'm a teenage Nazi, baby...Maybe listen to Josef Goebbels with me.";

75. / by the video of the song "Wake me up", which was backed with a picture showing a German

stamp of the Nazi Reich Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda with Reich
eagle, oakleaf cross and swastika on the lower right and containing the following passages:
"We live in a country where you see more Negroes every day. More shabby Semites, the mood
is negative. Surrounded by half apes taking the lives of Europeans. While cops stand by to
avoid trouble Surrounded by "yes" men who parrot everything they say These vassals have the
Talmud pumping through their arteries. Surrounded by child molesters who barely get parole.
And elites celebrating the fact that more white people are in the ground. How long are we gonna
put up with this joke?"
76. / a video in which the black sun and an assassin can be seen holding the manifesto "The

great replacement", with the title "Holding out for a Tarrant", paying homage to the assassin
Brenton TARRANT, who carried out a terrorist attack on two mosques in New Zealand,
shooting dead 51 people:
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B.

/ translated the manifesto of the assassin Brenton TARRANT "The great replacement" of

24.03.2019 in German, edited it and published it as "Der große Austausch" on
https://forum.thepurityspiral.com in the internet, in which he used the symbol of the black sun

several times, emphasized the superiority of the white race and spoke of racial segregation,
thereby using national socialist symbols propagandistically and glorifying objectives of the
Third Reich;
C.

/ subsequent messages or files sent via email:

1.

/ on 12.10.2013 the following text to [redacted] whereby he glorified the person Adolf

HITLER and used national socialist slogans:

2.

/ on 07/17/2018 the following excerpt from "Der Stürmer", with the inscription.

"Judenrasse ist Mischrasse" to [redacted] [ glorifying the Third Reich's persecution of Jews:

3.

/ on 09.10.2015 the following picture of Adolf HITLER to [redacted] ,whereby he glorified

the person Adolf HITLER:
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4.

/ on 09/18/2018 sent the following picture of Adolf HITLER to [redacted], glorifying the

person Adolf HITLER:

5.

/ on 06.10.2017 the following picture of the Nazi-era children's book "A Poisonous

Mushroom", in which Jews are depicted as physically and mentally degenerate, to [redacted],
glorifying the Third Reich's persecution of Jews:

6.

/ on 06.10.2017 the following picture of the Nazi-era book "Trau keinem Fuchs auf grüner

Heid und keinem Jud bei seinem Eid" (Don't trust a fox on green heath and a Jew in his oath)
from the Stürmer publishing house, to [redacted], whereby he glorified the
persecution of Jews of the Third Reich:
7.
/ on 08/14/2017 the following picture of a Jewish baby and the photo of a burned baby, to
[redacted], glorifying the Third Reich's extermination of Jews:

8.

/ on 06/28/2018 the following picture of a tank with a swastika flag driving at a Jew was

sent to [redacted], glorifying the Third Reich's extermination of Jews:
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9.

/ on 24.11.2015 the following picture of a concentration camp, from which a cloud in the

shape of a Jew rises, to [redacted], whereby he glorified the extermination of Jews of the Third
Reich:

10.

/ on 09.10.2015 the following picture of the concentration camp Auschwitz, on which an

incinerator is shown, to [redacted], whereby he glorified the extermination of Jews of the Third
Reich:

11.

/ on 05.04.2016 and 01.05.2016 the book "Mein Kampf" by Adolf HITLER to

[redacted], whereby he glorified the person Adolf HITLER;
12.

/ on 23.06.2017 the music file "Losing my white privilige" according to charge A./ 26./ to

[redacted];

13.

/ on 21.03.2017 the music file "Smoke a Shlomo" according to charge A./ 29./ to [redacted]

;

14.

/ on 23.09.2017 the music file "Used 2" according to charge A./ 30./ to [redacted];

15.

/ on 30.09.2017 and 03.10.2017 the music file "Power Level" according to charge A./ 31./

to [redacted];

16.

/ on 28.05.2016 the music file "Good old nationalist" according to charge A./ 32./ to

[redacted]

17.

/ on 15.09.2017 the music file "Hooknose" according to charge A./ 37./ to [redacted] ;

18.

/ on 08.04.2017 the music file "Get em out" according to charge A./ 38./ to [redacted]

19.

/ on 19.09.2017 and 24.09.2017 the music file "All white paradise" according to charge

;

A./
39./ to [redacted] ;
20.

/ on 06.09.2017 and 08.09.2017 the music file "Lost in Echobergs" according to charge

A./
40./ to [redacted]
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21.

/ on 04/17/2017 and 01/20/2018 the music file "I mean it" as per count A./ 48/ to [redacted];

22.

/ on 25.11.2017 the music file "Fuck the police" according to charge A./ 49./ to [redacted]

23.

/ on 17.01.2017 the music file "Mass niggers" according to charge A./ 50./ to [redacted]

24.

/ on 02.03.2018 the music file "Salute like a Nazi" according to charge A./ 51./ to [redacted]

25.

/ on 10/30/2017 the music file "Stormers are forever" according to charge A./ 54./ to

[redacted]

26.

/ on 17.12.2017 the music file "These Jews" according to charge A./ 55./ to [redacted];

27.

/ on 07.12.2017 the music file "Supa Nazi" according to charge A./ 58./ to [redacted]

28.

/ on 08.06.2018 the music file "Pop some fags" according to charge A./ 59./ to [redacted]

D. / at times prior to 20.01.2021, which can no longer be determined, collected National Socialist

propaganda material and possessed it for the purpose of disseminating this body of thought in
order to glorify National Socialism and the mass extermination of the Third Reich, namely

1. / following books:
a. / "The Legacy of Our Ancestors."
b. / "The German Tribes";
c. / "Narvik in the picture: Germany's struggle under the midnight sun";
d. / "The Voices of the Ancestors."
e. / "The Myth of the 20th Century";
f. / "The Faith of the Nordmart";
g. / "Germany Germany above all";
h. / "German Poems in Keywords"; i./

"The Nuremberg Trial";
j. / "Hitler's Table Talks."
k. / "Dr. Goebbels Signals of the New Era";
l. / "Not dead despite ban";
m. / "Battle for Berlin";
n. / "People on the Anvil."
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o. / "Freemasonry and Christianity."
p. / "Dr. Goebbels, From the Imperial Court to the Reich Chancellery";

/ eight T-shirts on which National Socialist symbols such as the sun wheel and the Reich

2.

eagle are printed;

/ following flags:

3.

a. / two flags on which the black sun is printed;
b. / an imperial war flag.

Philip Josef HASSLER has thereby committed the crimes under § 3g VG and will be punished
for this under the second sentence of § 3g VG in application of § 28 (1) StGB.

Pursuant to § 19a para 1 StGB, the confiscation of the seized devices and memory cards as
well as the seized propaganda material is requested.

Pursuant to Section 20 (1) of the Criminal Code, the forfeiture of the assets obtained through
the offence is requested.

THE VIENNA DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
REQUESTS

1)Conduct of the trial before the competent Regional Court for Criminal Matters Vienna
as a jury court pursuant to § 40 para 1 MedienG;
2.)Bringing forward the person to be remanded in custody on the previous grounds of detention.
Philip Josef HASSLER as the defendant for trial;
3.)according to § 252 Abs 2 StPO: Reading of the reports, the investigations by the
security authorities and the criminal record information.
REASON:
The 36-year-old defendant was born in Lienz, /East Tyrol, is an Austrian citizen and single. He
is without employment and has a monthly net income in the amount of € 990. He has no financial
obligations, no custodial duties and no assets. He is judicially blameless in Austria.
The accused was registered as a principal resident of Vienna from 23.01.2013 to 28.06.2018.
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The accused has continuously committed offences under the Prohibition Act since at least 2013
until his arrest on 20.01.2021. The defendant first appeared as the Nazi rapper "Mr. BOND" in
2016 and released five CDs until 2019. The accused's songs are characterised by anti-Semitism
and homage to the "German race", as well as hatred of all persons who do not belong to this
race. The accused wishes for a "4th Reich" and expresses violent fantasies against Jews,
homosexuals, Muslims and dark-skinned persons. He repeatedly speaks of "gassing" and
"putting them in the oven", as well as other atrocities committed by the National Socialists, and
glorifies them.

The song "Power Level", which deals with "the master race as the antithesis of Jewry", was
used by the right-wing extremist assassin Stephan BALLIET during his rampage in front of a
synagogue in Halle/D on October 9, 2019. He filmed the act with a helmet camera and the song
was played.

The defendant's outside influence is already evident from the numerous fan letters he received
during his incarceration, which even included a letter from Canada.

In his lyrics he uses symbols as well as slogans of National Socialism, such as the swastika,
the black sun, Sieg Heil, number combinations like "14" and
"88". The Black Sun is a symbol that consists of twelve mirrored siegrunas or three
superimposed swastikas set in a ring shape. The model for the symbol is a similar floor
ornament in the form of a sun wheel, which was embedded in the north tower of the Wewelsburg
by the "SS" during the National Socialist era. Since the 1990s, the Black Sun has been a
substitute and recognition symbol in the right-wing extremist scene.

"Fourteen Words" means the sentence consisting of 14 words:
"We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white children" (Trans.

must secure the existence of our people and the future of our white children"). It is a quote from
the US neo-Nazi David Lane, who died in prison in 2007. The numerical code "14" was created
as a shortening of the "14 Words".

The Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution and Counterterrorism certifies that the
accused is particularly dangerous in that he could plan an attack himself or encourage others
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to commit attacks or assassinations with his songs. The accused admires the right-wing terrorist
Brenton Tarrant, who shot 51 people in two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand, in 2019.
Tarrant had committed the crime like Stephan B. (assassin of Halle) live on the net and left a
manifesto. The accused dedicated a video to Brenton Tarrant and in the course of the evaluation
of the devices and data carriers seized during a house search, it turned out that he edited the
manifesto of the assassin, which according to charge B./ had been written, and put it on the
internet translated into German. In doing so, he used the symbolism of the black sun several
times, and the pursuit of nationalistic goals, such as emphasizing the white race as well as racial
segregation, resulted from the content, which is why these facts were also to be subsumed
under § 3g VG.

In the course of the house search, the National Socialist propaganda material was found
according to charge D./, which the accused had accumulated in order to engage in National
Socialist activities.

During the IT-technical evaluation, numerous audio files, video files, image files and text files
with the songs, videos, CD covers and lyrics of the Nazi rapper
"Mr Bond", thus of the accused, could be seized. Likewise, the image, text and music files
transmitted via email according to charge C./.
The defendant has so far refused to testify and has not been cooperative in the preliminary
proceedings.

He could be traced via the online payment service "PayPal" and the results of the house search
have confirmed that the accused is Mr. Bond. Through the sale of his music products, the
accused lucre financial income. During the investigation, cryptocurrency holdings of the
accused were seized, which originated from the proceeds of the music products.

At each and every point in time cited, the defendant acted with the (at least conditional) intent
to engage in National Socialist activities, i.e., to engage in conduct suitable to revive or
propagate one of the specific objectives of the NSDAP and to actualize such objectives.

From a legal point of view, it must be stated that § 3g of the Prohibition Act covers, in the manner
of a general clause, any activity in the National Socialist sense that is not covered by §§ 3a to
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3f, i.e. any outward conduct that indicates a tendency towards re-activation in the National
Socialist sense. Thus, anyone who engages in conduct that is suitable (at least) to revive or
propagate one of the specific objectives of the NSDAP and to actualize it in such a way is
deemed to be acting in the manner of a deed. In this context, it is not necessary for the
perpetrator's conduct to affirm the ideology of National Socialism in its entirety. Rather,
statements and representations that are to be regarded as a typical expression of national
socialist ideas already when viewed in isolation are sufficient (cf. 13 Os 45/00). Among other
things, the glorification of the person of Adolf Hitler and the approval of his life's work as well as
the propagandistic use of typical national socialist slogans, catchwords or symbols, such as the
swastika or the black sun wheel, are considered objectively suitable.

All of the acts of the accused listed in the prosecution's case report fulfill the character of typical
Nazi propaganda actions on their own, but even more so when viewed together.

Since the accused had the constituent intent to reoffend at the time of the respective acts, he
fulfilled the elements of the crime pursuant to § 3g VG in objective and subjective respects.

Therefore, on the basis of the above-mentioned considerations, he will have to be found guilty
in the sense of the indictment after the main hearing and punished in a manner appropriate to
the wrongfulness of his acts.

Vienna Public
Prosecutor's Office
Vienna, on 13.10.2021
Andreas Mugler, Public Prosecutor
Electronic copy according
to § 79 GOG
DVR: 0670383
0670383
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